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Executive Summary
This document is an updated version of D3.1 – “Initial data and capabilities models for cross-platform
interoperability”. It has been improved dramatically comparing with the D3.1. In D3.1, we analyzed the items
need to be modelled within the BRAIN-IoT scope and identified a set of potential state of the art modelling
languages and proposed a rough idea of the BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling Language development. However,
in this document, based on the initial outcome from D3.1, we have presented a comprehensive view of the
framework with the concrete building blocks it contains as well as its implementation. More importantly, we
have developed the BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling Language to satisfy the different needs derived from the
same modelling language and clearly identified the features to be provided in three abstraction levels of IoT
systems. As a note, the introduction of the technologies adopted to implement the proposed architecture can
be found in D3.1, we will not repeat in this deliverable, instead, we pointed the specific sections to look at on
demands.
This document shows the overview of the BRAIN-IoT modelling & Validation Framework, including the
proposed modelling methodology, functional architecture and its implementation with a focus on the
Modelling language development.
Furthermore, this document has properly addressed the comments from the M11 review and M18 review, more
information can be found in the Appendix: M11 and M18 comments addressment.
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1

Introduction

Outline
In this section we introduced the objectives defined in the project addressed by the work in this deliverable
and its relationship with the other relevant deliverables. More specifically, the document is organize in this
way: section 2 analysied the needs and motivations to explore a modeling based software engineering
approach in IoT systems, section 3 lists the existing technologies to addree the needs and gives an preview of
the innovations of the approach BRAIN-IoT proposed. In section 4, we present the BRAIN-IoT modelling
methdology and its implementation in section 5. Section 6, 7, 8 mainly described the core components of the
BRAIIN-IoT modelling language contains and its development within BRAIN-IoT. Finally, we give two case
studies in section 9 to illustrate how the BRAIN-IoT Modelling methodology works and some models
developed for the demonstrations. In the end, we concluded the document in section 10. As a notice, we also
answered the comments from the M11 and M18 reviews in the Appendix: M11 and M18 comments
addressment, in which, we add the references of the section addressing the specific comment.
1.1

Scope

This document is generated by WP3” IoT Framework for smart dynamic behaviour”, more specifically by task
T3.1 “Data and capabilities models for cross-platform interoperability”.
This deliverable aims to fulfil the BRAIN-IoT Project objectives:
UTO1. Facilitates the specification and design of complex IoT systems:
1. Modeling Language for IoT and CPS service composition enabling the creation of mashups of existing
and new IoT services communicating with different protocols.
This is answered by the BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling Language in this document, the services provided
by the IoT and CPS devices can be composed at the system level and the model can be mapping with the
physical device which it collects the data or control with the W3C Thing Description which benefits the dynamic
protocol binding of the CPS device adaptor and data model synchronization with the specific technology, such
as sensiNact, at runtime.
2.

Specifying the data-flow mappings between the different IoT service interfaces in a seamless way, as
well as the behaviour logic implementing the orchestration of such services.
This is mainly tackled with the BRAIN-IoT Edge Node(s) which behaves as the BRAIN-IoT adaptor for the
external exiting IoT devices/platforms and/or CPS whose services and data models are described at the system
modeling, this fosters the cross-platform interoperability in the case that the software components refined
from system level models will be distributed deployed in the variety physical devices.
UTO4. Complex IoT systems validation and safety enforcement
1. Digital twins of IoT/CPS resources and statistical models of IoT scenarios to validate the system in a
safe (co-)simulated environment.
To validate the system before deploying to the real infrastructure, we proposed also models at IoT physical
level based on the SystemC-TML, more specifically, the software-based sensor models, it simulates the
functionalities of the physical ones. On the other hand, the physical modelling methodology proposed is also
beneficial the physical device manufacture to guarantee its internal components.
2.

Fast prototyping and supervising of critical running systems, via real-time models, to validate them
before instantiating in the real environment.
BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit developed in D3.8 mainly provides this feature with the model
transformation to generate the executable scripts of the system level models and repaid deployment to its
simulated IoT devices/platforms. This enables the runtime status being supervised via its system models.
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This deliverable aims to design the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Framework to address the above objectives and
implements the modelling languages to support the framework. And it plays the role as highlighted in Figure
1 - BRAIN-IoT functional architecture within red block.

Figure 1 -BRIN-IoT Functional Architecture

1.2

Related documents

ID

[RD.1]

Title

Reference

Version

Date

D2.6 - Final Visions,
Scenarios, Use Cases
and Innovations

Provided the final use cases to be
developed.

1.0

M26

1.0

M27

1.0
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D2.7 - Final Architecture
and Test Sites
Specifications
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D3.1 - Initial data and
capabilities models
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interoperability
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[RD.4]

[RD.5]

D3.6 – Final data and capabilities
A reference for AI module modeling
models for cross-platform
interoperability

1.0

M32

The BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling
Language developed within this
deliverable will be supported by the
BRAIN-IoT Services Development
Tool in D3.8.

1.0

M32

D3.8 – Final Tools for
dependable Smart Behaviour

[RD.6]

D6.6 – Phase 2 Integration and
Evaluation Framework

The evaluation results will be
documented in this deliverable.

1.0

M36

[RD.7]

M18 - General Project Review
Consolidated Report

Take the comments related to WP3
and D3.1.

1.0

M18
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2

Modelling needs and motivation

This section gives an analysis of the existing problems in the IoT domain that motivates the use of a modelbased approach, and we also defined the features that should be provided by the modelling approach to
overcome the obstacles.
2.1

IoT systems needs

Nowadays, the IoT concept is adopted in new application domains, allowing fast digitalization of contemporary
society [1]. The application of IoT in innovative scenarios such as critical infrastructures management, and
cooperative service robotics demand to satisfy a set of strict requirements in term of low latency, high reliability,
adaptability, heterogeneity and scalability, highly more challenging than the ones required by the traditional
(e.g., domotics) environments. To satisfy these requirements, the IoT developers needs to introduce in their
solutions next-gen IoT technologies, e.g., Edge Computing, AI, Digital Twin, among others [2], thus leading
them to become more complex to design and manage and requiring the introduction of methodologies and
tools that ease the users their development and runtime management.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed to ease the development of IoT systems (see section 3).
However, these solutions do not generally support all the functionalities required by next-gen IoT applications
and focus only on development, not supporting the other phases of the application life-cycle, e.g., deployment,
validation, monitoring and adaptation at runtime. Currently, the market asks for IoT solutions supporting
business critical tasks that can be deployed rapidly and with low costs. Such solutions need to allow the design
of applications involving several interconnected heterogeneous platforms and smart things and, at the same
time, be able to deploy, monitor and evolve the designed complex solution adapting automatically and at
runtime to environmental changes.
2.2

Motivation

The design of an IoT system today presents considerable complexity. Several factors contribute to this
complexity: first, an understanding of IoT is still too focused on IoT technologies and objects (device types,
communication protocols, cloud, database type, etc.). Such a vision loses sight of the true purpose of the
system to develop and leads most of the time to unsatisfactory solutions. Then, the wide variety of IoT systems,
in terms of their deployment, is a technological source of complexity: IoT systems can be considered with a
"local" deployment such as an automatic lighting system of a house (measurement, storage, data analysis and
execution of the application on a single "device" connected to the owner's smartphone), or systems with a
"highly distributed" architecture such as a weather forecasting system (sensor networks for data capture
capabilities, plus a cloud for storing, analyzing data and running the end-user application). Another aspect
concerns the need to integrate legacy systems, i.e., IoT systems not designed from “zero”, the problem is then
to create new innovative services on the basis of existing infrastructures. In this case, it is necessary to "connect"
what exists and then develop / integrate supporting components (authentication, monitoring, data distribution,
data analysis, etc.). The objective of this work is to develop a framework that supports the designer of complex
next-gen IoT applications, easing the use of disruptive technologies, e.g., Digital Twins.
The next section will provide a state-of-the-art solutions available to design and manage next-gen IoT
applications.
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3

State of the art

A system design process that adheres to the principles and methods related to "system engineering" allows to
understand the design phase of a complex system w.r.t. expected functionality, cost, time, and quality. In the
area of critical systems, system engineering is in full development and benefits from domain-specific and often
user-specific solutions. Model-based system engineering is a strong trend, and recent projects such as AGeSys
[3] and Connexion [4] highlight its importance and have provided an important foundation for the
development of tooled solutions. This workplaces particular emphasis on the importance of having
interoperable, open, and scalable solutions.
In the field of IoT, however, the offer has not yet reached this level of maturity, even though stakeholders are
investing heavily in the implementation of model-based design solutions for distributed software architectures,
such as Ericsson for network software through its development solution based on the Papyrus [5] open source
tool; or THALES through the establishment of its Capella [6] engineering chain; or Dassault System with its
Delmia [7] solution.
More specifically, in the field of IoT system engineering, the IoT-A project [8] proposes a methodological
framework of design based on the elaboration of a set of models for the specification of the system according
to different views. It is important to note that the reference models proposed by IoT-A are independent of
modeling languages that could be used to represent them, even though different case studies applying this
methodology have been developed using UML models.
In the world of standards, the international standardization organization OMG has developed the SysML [9]
with the aim of treating software systems, CPS or organizational systems alike. The generality of SysML requires
that it be specialized, and, like any language, it must also be accompanied by a specific methodology for each
application domain so that its use is best adapted to a given field of application and reach a level of maximum
efficiency. This is for example what has been achieved for the field of critical embedded systems in the AGeSys
project, or for the field of nuclear power plants control-command systems in the project Connexion.
Like embedded real-time systems, execution platforms are a prime concern for IoT systems. The problem of
platform modeling and application allocation on the execution platforms, in the field of embedded real-time
systems, has been addressed by the OMG in the context of the MARTE [9] standard, which complements SysML
on this aspect. However, MARTE needs to be taken up for two aspects: the first is related to its richness which
makes it a complex language to handle and requires to be supported by a methodological approach targeting
the essential elements to the modeling of IoT systems; the second point is that it remains very focused on the
embedded concerns, and only addresses very little distributed system aspects, in particular the aspects related
to the communications and the interactions between the distributed components. The link between the system
platform model, and the component communication standards, needs to be refined and even developed for
some new cases, e.g., OMG CCM [10], DDS4CCM [11], SoAML [12] and more recently UCM [13].
We have identified that no one of the approaches described above is able to satisfy all the needs listed in
Section 2. Besides, methodologies proposed for the IoT domain today do not benefit from dedicated modelbased development tools. Indeed, either these methodologies target closed systems (e.g. critical embedded
systems) or their only goal is to only establish a guideline for the design process. In the latter case, neither
languages, nor development techniques, are defined. However, the choice of a modelling language, and its
dedicated tools that will exploit the models, is imperative for the development of well-suited integrated
development environment for the specific needs of the IoT domain.
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3.1

Progress beyond SOTA

In this deliverable, we propose a model-based solution for development of IoT systems. The proposed solution
combines standard languages with methodologies, while remaining open to domain-specific practices.
Furthermore, the approach fosters tools related to the modelling languages and methodologies. We believe
this solution aims at filling the gaps in the current system engineering offering for IoT systems, while not
omitting current developer practices.
The solution provides such main features:
i) Modelling methodology: A lightweight methodology accompanies IoT-ML [14]. Using the language's
capacity to describe different levels of abstraction, the methodology proposes to model entities representing
system, software, and hardware components. By relating such components among them, and by linking them
to their domain-specific representation and tools, we promote a system holistic view of the whole IoT solution.
ii) System-level modelling: It models the interactive behaviors among different IoT devices and/or CPS at
system level. In addition, it integrated with the standards which can describe the services and its communication
protocol provided by the device, thus the modeled behaviors can be mapped with the physical devices which
the system level behavior will control.
iii) Software-level modelling: The software models are refined from the system level models, and represent
the functional components. At this level, the model can be verified using formal verification techniques such
as Statistical Model Checking [15] .
iv) IoT physical layer modelling and validation: It models the IoT devices, BRAIN-IoT adopted the digital
twin concept to provide the ability for IoT applications validation on the simulated IoT devices before deploying
in the real infrastructure.
v) Models@Runtime: One particular aspect that is not well explored in the IoT domain, and critical embedded
systems domain altogether, is the human-friendly monitoring of system state at runtime, directly through the
system models. A model-based runtime monitoring approach usually helps identify and fix deviations observed
at runtime, compared to formal specifications defined in the models. In the BRAIN-IoT solution, not only is
runtime formal validation a priority, but we also wish to benefit from monitoring to enable behaviour
explanations friendly to humans.
v) Code generation: The IoT application source code to be deployed in the BRAIN Execution Platform is
automatically generated from the software models.
This deliverable aimis to provide an overview of the design and implementation of the methodology proposed
in the section 4, with a focus on the modeling languages identified and extended to implement the proposed
architecture as in feature i, ii, iii. The detailed implementation of the tools and the guideline of its operation
can be found in D3.8. The tools support the next generation IoT applications development, monitoring, and
verification.
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4

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Methodology

This section presents the modelling methodology proposed by BRAIN-IoT. As shown in Figure 2, it involves
three different abstraction levels, including the system-level architecture models, software-level components
models, and physical-level IoT devices. The focus of each abstraction level is as follows:
i)
system-level models focus on composability of services provided by the IoT devices/platforms and
the overall system behaviours. Moreover, it also provides the possibility of the composability of AI
modules, with syntax and semantic compatibility validations. The system model also serves as an
aggregator of blocks that are refined in lower level models, i.e., the software and device described
further. In the end, we also promote exploitation of the system model, not just for design, but also
to help deployment, fast prototyping, and human-friendly monitoring of behaviours at runtime.
ii)
software-level models are the formal models of computation with their formal validation
capabilities, and their runtime to guarantee execution conformity to formal specifications, are
refined from system-level models through the syntactical transformation.
iii)
IoT physical level models are the simulated models of the IoT end devices. The inspiration of this
level modelling is adopted from the Digital Twin technology, it aims to provides the virtual models
of the IoT devices, including both the elements and the dynamics of how an IoT device operates
and lives throughout its life cycle. Then, these IoT devices models are used to fully validate in
advance the embedded software running on the end device, as well as the integration of the end
device into the full IoT system. The main benefits are the elimination of the main bugs impacting
the performances of the end device (for instance power consumption, reach) and at the system
level, the validation of the right system behaviour to facilitate system deployment.

Figure 2 -BRAIN-IoT Modelling Methodology

The architecture designed to realize this methodology and its implementation are presented in the next
section.
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5

BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework

This section presents the BRAIN-IoT modelling & Validation framework developed to implement proposed
solution described in Section 4. BRIAN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework defines a domain-specific
Modelling Language describing IoT devices capabilities and system-level behaviors; it also provides toolset
supporting the modelling language, allowing model verification, model checking, automatic code generation
to provide model-based development approach, model@runtime monitoring and system validation features.
The building blocks in the BRAIN-IoT modeling & Validation framework are shown as in Figure 3. There are
two main components: BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling Language and BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit.
The BRAIN-IoT Services Modelling Languages laid the foundation to support the proposed modelling
methodology while BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit supports the defined modelling languages and
provides the modeling verification and system validation features at each different abstraction level.

Figure 3 - BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework Architecture

5.1

BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework Implementation

As can be seen from the Figure 4, it gives an overview of the existing technology being adopted and BRAINIoT contributions to implement the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework architecture.
The Modelling Language in BRAIN-IoT is decomposed for three purposes: the system modelling, the software
modelling, and the physical layer modelling language. Each of these modelling languages suits a different
concern according to the abstraction layer. As a reminder, these abstraction layers are the system behavior,
the software, and the physical layer. We believe using a domain-specific language, and de-facto common
practice, suits the needs and habits of the domain-specific developer. Relationships are manually input to relate
elements of each abstraction layer. This allows to have a holistic view of the whole architecture. Beside, this
gives the flexibility to have the validation of the models and systems at different abstraction level as it is
significant to guarantee the correctness of the model before deploying to the real infrastructure, especially in
the circumstance of critical infrastructure such as critical water management infrastructure which is less tolerant
to the system error. The methodology proposed can be adapted extensively in the IoT systems, in which, IoT
devices to be controlled are commonly have a variety requirement demand for the system robustness.
Depends on that, the validation can be performed in one, two or all abstraction layers. On top of that, the
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languages to implement the modelling at each abstraction level can be freely adopted by the model developers
for the variety IoT systems according to the needs.
In BRAIN-IoT, we focus in the scenarios of service robotic and critical water management infrastructure,
according to the use case requirements, we adopted IoT-ML and UML as the base technology for the system
modelling, based on that, we extended it to support the W3C WoT TD which is used to describe the services
provided by the IoT devices and CPS devices along with its data structure, on the other side, it also enables to
synchronize the data model used by the Edge Node which acting as an adaptor towards the IoT devices and
CPS devices. For the software modelling, we adopted the exiting BIP [16] modeling language to represent the
software components, leveraging the developed BIP-MV Tool, the software model can be validated with
statistical model checking [17] [18]. Meanwhile, AI modelling language based on UML is developed to enhance
the intelligence of the modeled behaviors. These modelling languages together formed the BRAIN-IoT Services
modelling Language. To support the modelling of the physical layer devices such as the sensors to enable the
digital twin, we have developed the BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language based on the SystemC-TML
[19].
The BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit is implemented mainly based on the UML modelling environment
and BIP modelling environment and provides the identified capabilities in section 2. More details can be found
in D3.8 along with a quick start tutorial to illustrate how BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework will be
setup and exploited to provide the promised features.
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Figure 4 - BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework Implementation

Table 2 illustrates which exploitable asset these functional untis come from, it gives a clear view of the mapping
between the functional components in the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Verification Modelling Framework and its
conresponding product exploitated in the end of the project.

Product

Subcomponents/Existing assests based on
TD UML
sensiNact IoT-ML

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language

AI Modelling Language
IoT-ML*
UML*
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BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer
Modelling Language

SystemC-TML*
TD UML Modeller
sensiNact IoT-ML Modeller
AI ML Modeller

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool

TD UML To JSON LD Generator
sensiNact IoT-ML To sensiNact DSL Generator
AI ML To Python Kreas Generator
IoT-ML Modeller*
Papyrus UML Modeller*
Physical layer modeller(C++ IDE)*
BIP modeller

BIP-MV Tool

BIP-SMC*
BIP Modelling Language*

BIP to Java Code Generator

-

Table 2 – subcomponents of each exploitation production

5.2

Integration of BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework with BRAIN-IoT platform

The components presented in Figure 4 composed the functional blocks of BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation
Framework, the information flow among these components and its integration with the rest of BRAIN-IoT
platform are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework Information Flow and its integration with the
rest BRAIN-IoT Execution Platform

The information flow of the components described above within the BRAIN-IoT modeling & validation
framework is shown in Figure 5. It is firstly responsible for designing IoT system application, which is going to
be constructed, based on the actions and relations between the available devices (e.g., sensors, actuators, CPS)
and external services (e.g., weather forecast, open data, third-party IoT platforms, databases). The system level
application is modelled along with the relevant IoT environment using BRAIN-IoT System Modeling Language
(IoT-ML) through BRAIN-IoT modeling tool, representing the system-level behavior models and describing its
self-adaptive behavior and this model can be rapidly deployed through sensiNact studio for validate the
correctness of the modelled behavior as shown in the information flow 1. Besides, in the system modeling, it
supports to describe the services provided by heterogenous IoT devices/platforms or CPS thus allows to bind
the behavior to a specific device as shown in the flow 2. Moreover, the generated WoT Thing Description will
be used as input for the WoT enabled ROS Edge Node to automatically and dynamically perform the protocol
bindling and expose the ROS service to the OSGi services. Then, the IoT-ML model system behavior model is
refined to BIP model representing software-level components model which will be checked using the statistical
modeling checking to validate the functionalities provided in the software level based on some specifications.
Finally, the BIP model is converted in source code as system behavior OSGi bundles through BRAIN-IoT BIP to
Java Code Generator. The generated bundles are then released and stored in BRAIN-IoT repository, to be
deployed and executed in the production environment as shown in the information flow 4. In order to speed
up the development of the intelligent system behaviors, at this software model level, it enables the AI modelling
to enhance the performance of the system behavior as shown in the flow 3. On the other hand, the generated
AI modules will enrich the libraries used by s0nar, as described in D3.6, to facilitate the intelligence of the
execution platform. Furthermore, it also offers the ability to use development-time models to supervise running
execution platform states. This solution enables monitoring the IoT devices' status and system configurations.
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This is possible, because BRAIN-IoT modeling tool supports the Models@runtime paradigm, allowing to
synchronize the system’s behavior and the real system as shown in the flow 6. In addition, the generated OSGi
bundles can be validated leveraging IoT device models developed with BRAIN-IoT physical layer modeling
language to validate the correctness of the system behavior, before deploying in the physical world as shown
in the flow 5. In the BRAIN-IoT repository, stores the public/private modeling library that contains the system
level models, BIP behavior models, and WoT TD for the IoT device/platform. In the BRAIN-IoT Service Artifacts
library, there are System Behavior Artefacts generated from the BRAIN-IoT Code Generator.
As a reminder, this deliverable is responsible to design and implement the BRAIN-IoT modeling language,
hence, we will focus on the languages exploited and developed in this work package which construct the
fundamental items to support the six modelling flows. The tools developed to support them will be further
described in D3.8 - Final Tools for dependable Smart Behavior. As the BRAIN-IoT services modelling language
supports three different abstraction layer modelling, in the next sections we will present them respectively
following the model refinement process proposed by BRAIN-IoT Modelling Methodology.
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6

BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language

In this section, we will present the BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language and the functional, non-functional,
design requirements defined in D2.7 it implements together with the developments within BRAIN-IoT.
6.1

Implemented Functional, Non-functional and Design Requirements

As a note, the column “UC(SRS/CIS)” in the requirement tables indicates the scenarios it applied. SRS stands
for Service Robotic Scenario and CIS represents Critical Infrastructure Scenario. We also map each requirement
with the project objectives presented in Section 1.
Functional Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

REQMVFF01

REQMVFF03

Project
Objectives

BRAIN-IoT modelling
languages shall enable
UTO1.1
the system, software
and physical level
UTO 1.2
modeling.
BRAIN-IoT Modeling
Language
shall
provide annotations
capabilities in order to
describe IoT device
properties according UTO1.1
to ontology standards UTO1.2
and describe domainspecific or IoT device
properties
(e.g.,
specific data model)
.

Requirements
Dependencies

UC(SRS/CIS)

REQ-BPL-F01

SRS, CIS

REQ- BPL-F01

SRS

Table 3 – Functional Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language

Non-functional Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

REQMVFN01
Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Project
Objectives

BRAIN-IoT modelling
UTO1.1
languages shall rely
on standards with
UTO 1.2
extension capabilities.

Requirements
Dependencies

REQ- BPL-F01,
REQ- BPL-F02

UC(SRS/CIS)

SRS, CIS
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The system models
UTO1.1
shall
ensure
the
composability
and
UTO1.2
reusability.

REQMVFN02

REQ- BPL-F01,
REQ- BPL-F02,
REQ- BPL-N01

CIS

Table 4 – Non-Functional Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language

Design Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

Project
Objectives

Requirements
Dependencies

UC(SRS/CIS)

REQMVFD01

The
system
components
and
UTO1.1
behaviors shall be
modelled using the
UTO 1.2
UML-based
IoT
Modelling Language.

REQ-MVF-F01, REQSRS, CIS
MVF-N01

REQMVFD05

The
IoT
devices
properties shall be
UTO1.1
introduced into IoTUTO1.2
ML regarding to WoT
standards.

REQ-MVF-F03,
REQ-MVF-F05

SRS

Table 5 – Design Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language

6.2

Related technology, BRAIN-IoT Developments and its innovation
Related technology

The state-of-the-art technology used to develop the BRAIN-IoT system modelling language for system models
is IoT-ML, W3C WoT which have been introduced in D3.1 More specifically the IoT-ML has be found in D3.1
section 6, while W3C WoT in section 5.1.
System modelling
While IoT-ML can already be used for domain-generic IoT systems modeling, within BRAIN-IoT, we have
showcased that the core of IoT-ML (based on MARTE, SysML, extended with IoT-A concepts) is generic and
rich enough to build domain-specific extensions for both IoT standards and IoT technologies. Indeed, IoT-ML
has been extended with new concepts for the W3C TD standard as shown in Figure 6. The extension 2 and 3
foster the system level modelling while the extension 1 and 4 enables the software modelling which will be
detailed in the next section. For example, the main concept of the W3C TD is the Thing, which can be either
software or hardware or both. To showcase IoT-ML for a particular IoT technology, we chose to integrate
sensiNact [20] concepts into IoT-ML. The sensiNact platform interoperates several different middleware and
communication protocols common to the IoT domain, e.g., MQTT, CoAP. Its particularity is that it has a
common data model to represent all devices connected to different protocols. It is then possible monitor such
devices' variables through common sensiNact API. The common API are also used in behaviors, described with
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the sensiNact domain-specific textual language, to prototype behaviors actuating the devices according to
monitored variables.
Thanks to the profile mechanism of UML, all these domain-specific stereotypes can co-exist with the core IoTML stereotypes on the same UML base elements. Otherwise said, a same structural or behavioral element, of
an IoT-ML architecture model, can be annotated with information specific to W3C TD or sensiNact. This fosters
model re-use, separation of concerns, and model consistency through annotating the same base elements.
The extensions of IoT-ML is shown as in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – IoT-ML extensions in BRAIN-IoT

As a UML-based model, IoT-ML is a graphical modelling language. The language focuses on structural
modelling. Such models are represented in UML composite structure diagrams. Components have internal
structures that show parts exposing their interfaces through ports that are then connected together. In BRAINIoT, IoT-ML focuses on behavioral modelling in the form of UML state-machines. In such models, the behavior
represents the component's different states. States can pass from one to the other, based on captured events.
Events may be due to operation calls or signalling. Specific behaviors may be executed upon transitioning
across states or entering / exiting / staying in a state.
An IoT-ML model, with TD stereotypes annotating its base elements, can be transformed to TD in the JSONLD physical format illustrated in the extension 2. As a reminder, the TD files in JSON-LD are embedded on the
real devices and polled at runtime. We believe this accelerates deployment of interfaces described in the
system model. Furthermore, it bridges the gap between a natural way of describing architecture by the system
engineers, and the text-based interface description by the developer. The importance to foster such a
collaboration is explained in [21].
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The extension 3 in Figure 5 shows that using the same shared architecture model, We can also transform the
structure of the architecture into a sensiNact data model. The behaviors in the architecture, represented as
state-machines, are transformed to equivalent sensiNact domain-specific language scripts. By then connecting
to the sensiNact gateway, the data model and its sensiNact scripts can be run to monitor devices variables,
and prototype system-level behaviors w.r.t. the runtime devices that should comply to the system model.
Innovation
The overall innovation of BRAIN-IoT system modelling Language is its aggregated modelling languages
integrated within a same UML modelling environment. More specially, all the extensions are based on the
existing assets IoT-ML and UML. Its innovations are shown as the following in the Table 6.

BRAIN-IoT
contributions

State of the art (Before)

All the mentioned modelling
languages are disparate with
specific tooling environments.
Integration
in
a
UML Transforming formalisms is
modelling environment
done manually. Mapping of
concepts does not guarantee
syntax
and
semantics
conformance.

Benefits it brings(After)
All languages are aggregated within a same
UML modelling environment. Each language’s
concepts
are
represented
either
as
stereotypes in their UML profiles or through
model transformations mappings. The UML
metaclasses then act as the baseline to
annotate with particular concepts. This assures
syntax and semantics conformance of the
mappings (assuming the UML profiles or
model transformations are well-defined). It
also helps designers understand the
underlying shared concept of each language.

Table 6 – Innovation of BRAIN-IoT System Modelling Language
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7

BRAIN-IoT Software Modelling Language

The software models are refined from the system models as mentioned by the modelling methodology. As
already mentioned in section 6.2, the system modelling language is designed to support its refinement for the
software models to guarantee the model consistency at different abstruction level. In BRAIN-IoT, we mainly
consider two types of the models at software modelling layer, one is the software functional components that
will eventually be deployed to the real IoT devices, the another the modeled AI modules to make the machine
learning intelligence integrated also in the overall UML modelling environment.
Furthermore, the existing assets adopted for the BRAIN-IoT software modelling are BIP [15] (see D3.1 section
4.3) and IoT-ML.
7.1

Implemented Functional, Non-functional and Design Requirements
Functional Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

REQMVFF01

REQMVFF02

Project
Objectives

BRAIN-IoT Modelling
Language shall enable
UTO1.1
the system, software
and physical level
UTO 1.2
modeling.
BRAIN-IoT Modeling
language shall provide
the
capability
to
UTO1.1
describe and assemble
AI
modules,
their
UTO1.2
operations, and the
semantics of their data
types.

Requirements
Dependencies

UC(SRS/CIS)

REQ-BPL-F01

SRS, CIS

REQ- BPL-F01

CIS

Table 7 – Design Requirements of BRAIN-IoT Software Language

Non-functional Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

REQMVFN01

Project
Objectives

BRAIN-IoT modelling
UTO1.1
languages shall rely
on standards with
UTO 1.2
extension capabilities.

Requirements
Dependencies

REQ- BPL-F01,
REQ- BPL-F02

UC(SRS/CIS)

SRS, CIS

Table 8 – Non-functional Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT
Software Modelling Language
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Design Requirements
Functional
Requirements
Description

REQ ID

Project
Objectives

Requirements
Dependencies

UC(SRS/CIS)

REQMVFD02

The
application
software
UTO1.1
components shall be
modeled
formally UTO1.2
using BIP language.

REQ-MVF-F01, REQCIS
MVF-F02

REQMVFD04

The AI concepts shall
be introduced in a
UTO1.1
dedicated AI Module
Modelling Language
UTO1.2
that
should
complement IoT-ML.

REQ-MVF-F02, REQCIS
MVF-F07

Table 9 – Design Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT
Software Modelling Language

7.2

Related technology, BRAIN-IoT developments and its innovation
Related technology

The state-of-the-art technology used to develop the BRAIN-IoT software modelling language for software
models are BIP modelling language (see D3.1 section 4.3) and IoT-ML.
The software models contain two type of models: the BIP models and the AI module. BIP model represents the
IoT system functional component which is refined from the system model, thus as shown in the Figure 6, the
system level model based on IoT-ML is extended to support the model refinement; The AI module can be
harmonized in BRAIN-IoT platform thanks to the AI modelling language which is extended based the UML.
Software modelling
The extension one shows that the system model in IoT-ML, although connectable to existing runtimes, is not
sufficient to develop the actual blocks that are to be deployed to form the runtime. Therefore, its entities that
represent software and hardware, must be refined, respectively, into a software architecture model. The next
paragraphs describe such models.
BIP is a highly expressive component-based language that supports the specification of application software
as composite, hierarchically structured components starting from the atomic ones. In BIP, the atomic
components are finite-state automata having transitions labelled with ports and states that denote control
locations where component waits for interactions. Ports are actions that can be associated with data stored in
local variables and used for interactions with other components. Connectors relate ports from components by
assigning them to a synchronization attribute, which may be either trigger or synchronous. A compound type
defines a level of the hierarchy. It contains instances of component and connectors types (i.e., subcomponents)
with connection definitions and also priorities to schedule the interactions between these components. A
compound component offers the same interface as an atom, so, externally, there is no difference between a
compound and an atom. Inner ports from sub-components can be exported. The BIP formalisms allow the
rigorous specification and analysis of IoT systems components behavior using statistical model checking.
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Moreover, the component-based approach supported by BIP facilitates portraying behavior with reusability,
and maintainability features.
System classes described in IoT-ML can be refined into UML structured classes for software development. Their
internal structure can then be described as parts and ports connected by connectors. By applying the AIML
profile to the UML model, we can specify that the classes are neural networks, and the parts represent layers.
(Hyper-)parameters of such elements can then be specified. The parameters are common ones found in
frameworks such as PyTorch or Tensorflow/Keras. The goal of such AIML modeling is to simplify the
configuration of neural networks before coding, and to design modular AIs. We also gather such configurations
within a same UML modelling environment, which can be later exploited for particular analyses that may need
the neural network parameters. The equivalent skeleton code can be obtained from models through code
generation.
Innovation
BRAIN-IoT
contributions

State of the art (Before)

Benefits it brings(After)

Parallel
approaches
like
DIANNE, ACUMOS AI also aim
at
encapsulating
AIs
(especially neural networks),
composing
them,
and
deploying them. Usually in a
graphical manner. However
they
use
non-standard
formalism. They also do not go
into the detailed internal
parameters of the AIs.
Existing
frameworks
like
PyTorch and Keras already
allow to easily build neural
network
modules
as
connected layers that can be
parameterized. However they
are limited to neural networks
and very detailed.

AIML aims at leveraging the shortcomings of
existing frameworks by aggregating their
benefits. AIML is based on a standard
formalism in the form of a UML extension.
With the composability offered by UML
structured classes, it also aims at designing
abstract modular AIs to compose and deploy.
For detailed parameters of a particular type AI,
like neural networks, it offers the possibility to
model internal structures and parameterize
them. AIML does not aim at competing or
replacing any of the existing frameworks.
Indeed, they have a much bigger community
and eco-system of mature tools, while AIML is
only in its infancy. Rather AIML aims to
aggregate their benefits within a same
framework. It is expected to transform AIML
models into the input formats of the existing
frameworks to benefit from their tools.

Several approaches have
been proposed for integrating
semi-formal notations such as
UML and formal methods such
as the B method, the Z
and
front-end
BIP models refinement from method,
system level models
languages used by the model
checkers.
They
aim
at
enriching and refining system
model expressed by semiformal languages with formal
specification enabling to verify

The BIP language integrated in BRAIN-IoT
platform allows building formal models that
give a precise semantics to the system models
expressed by IoT-ML and W3C WoT. BIP
support the specification of componentbased models with the capability to define the
behavior of each component and also the
interactions between the components. BIP has
efficient tools for analysis based on Statistical
Model Checking technique. SMC is a scalable
and
less
memory-intensive
technique
compared to model checking. It use a

AI Modeling Language
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and analyze the system before simulation-based approach to reason about
its real operation. The model formal requirements expressed in temporal
checkers like UPPAAL, PAT, logic properties.
USM2C and PRISM are used to
check if the system satisfies
some requirements expressed
by formal properties.
Table 10 – Design Requirements of BRAIN-IoT Software Language
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8

BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling

The BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modeling Approach allows the refinement of the digital twin model to an
architectural model of the physical design including its functional and extra-functional properties. This model
can be directly used by the device as well as the IC designers as a reference model. This proposal follows a topdown model-based design approach composed of black box and white box models, called virtual twins. They
are functionally equivalent to the physical IoT devices and can be used to serve different purposes. One model
can be seamlessly replaced by the other, as they all share the same functional specification that represents
faithfully the IoT device at its boundaries. They feature the functional and extra-functional properties of the IoT
device (behavior, security, energy efficiency, reach, etc.).
8.1

Functional, Design Requirements
Functional requirements

REQ
ID
REQMVFF04

Functional Requirements
Description

Project
Objectives

UTO1.1
BRAIN-IoT
Physical
Layer
Modeling Language shall enable UTO1.2
the IoT devices modelling.
UTO4.2

Requirements
UC(SRS/CIS)
Dependencies

REQ- BPL-F01,
CIS
REQ- BPL-F08

Table 11 - Functional Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language

Design Requirements
REQ
ID
REQMVFD03

Functional Requirements
Description

Project
Objectives

IoT devices (HW/SW) shall be
UTO1.1
modeled,
considering
functional/non-functional
UTO 1.2
properties design

Requirements
Dependencies

UC(SRS/CIS)

REQ-MVF-F04 CIS

Table 12 - Design Requirements relevant to BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language

8.2

Related technology, BRAIN-IoT Developments and its innovation
Related technology

To develop a model of an IoT end-device, it is required to integrate the models of its three fundamental
components: microcontroller, sensor and connectivity blocks. A microcontroller is itself composed of one or
several programmable cores and peripheral blocks such as timers and hardware accelerators. Models of the
cores are typically Instruction Set Simulators, delivered by the core provider. The reference modeling language
to model hardware blocks and integrate them into a System-On-Chip (SoC) simulation is SystemC,
standardized as IEEE 1666 [22].
The project leverages on the know-how and expertise from STMicroelectronics, that have developed a
modeling kit based on this standard to efficiently develop SoC model., supporting developments based on a
generic memory-mapped bus communication protocol for communication internal to the System-on-Chip.
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Extensions can be developed to support communication between the microcontroller model, the sensor model
and the connectivity blocks that constitute the end-device. Such modeling approach supports several levels of
abstraction, that are targeted in the BrainIoT project to support the various use models, as described in the
section below.
A reference open source implementation of the SystemC modeling language is available for free to develop a
proof-of-concept simulator of end-devices, and integrate them into a system simulation, along with the other
technologies developed in the project.
Physical layer modelling
The physical layer modelling of the IoT devices contains two types of the modelling: Black box model and
White box model. In this section we will present in detail the approaches proposed in BRAIN-IoT. The
modelling language used to support this approach is system-C, as indicated in the section above.

8.2.2.1

Black box model

The black box model is an abstract representation of the IoT device. It is a simple service-oriented model that
represents its functionality, regardless of the internal architecture that implements its behavior. The black box
model can be considered as the functional reference of the end-device. It can be reused whatever the
implementation choices, or even in case of replacement of the physical device by another one, as long as the
functional specification and interfaces remain unchanged. It provides the functional contract, the other models
or the physical device shall comply to. Executable, it is a non-ambiguous, repeatable and deterministic model
of the end-device specifications. It abstracts the internal architecture of the end-device, as well as the
embedded software. The black box model takes as input a file containing the data values that would be
obtained from a real sensor operating in real conditions.

8.2.2.2

White box model

The second step of the top-down methodology is the creation of a white box model of the end-device
representing the internal architecture of the device. This architecture is composed of one or several sensors
or actuators, a micro-controller, and one or several connectivity elements. Sensors are typically exposing an
I2C interface for digital data (or I/Os for analogue one), to let the MCU read and write into registers to gather
the data from the sensor, while the connectivity IP can be programmed through a SPI bus or through
a UART connection. The HAL of the MCU provides an API to access the hardware resources from the embedded
software. The White-box model represents this typical architecture that is described using the SystemC/TLM
IEEE 1666 modeling language [23]. The model of the micro-controller typically includes a model of the
embedded processor, such as QEMU or Instruction Set Simulators, and the models of all the peripheral blocks.
This list obviously varies with each micro-controller, but usually includes the timers, the reset / clock / power
controllers, the interrupt controller, and the hardware accelerators available for the part number. It also includes
I/O models - UART, sGPIO, I2C or SPI controllers - that are used to interact with the other elements of the enddevice. The MCU is modelled to accurately represent the bus transactions initiated by the processor. The sensor
model serves I2C requests issued by the micro-controller, and implements the behavior of the block, to react
to the programming sequences. The connectivity model serves SPI or UART requests issued by the microcontroller, and implements the behavior of the block, to react to the programming sequences. In the current
developments, the authors have decided to perform the communication as an abstraction of all the
communication data path by issuing HTTP requests to the network. When detailed communication protocol
information is needed, the connectivity models can be connected to an elaborated communication model
including communication medium such as LoRaWAN, serving protocol-specific commands.
The white model conforms to the functional contract of the end-device, as prescribed by the black model.
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Innovation
BRAIN-IoT
contributions

State of the art (Before)

SystemC/TLM models are
partially available at the
System-On-Chip
level,
covering a subset of the
microcontroller functionality.
Integrated models of an enddevice, that include the
microcontroller, the sensor,
and
the
communication
components do not exist. Endto-end validation of the
BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer behavior of the end-device
Modelling approach
considering the execution of
embedded software running
on the microcontroller and
communicating through the
communication component
with the rest of the IoT system
cannot be done. Model-based
validation
of
large-scale
systems, involving a huge
number of interacting enddevices cannot be achieved
either.

Benefits it brings(After)
1) Early verification of the embedded
software, in charge of: data gathering from
sensors; local processing (data formatting,
data analysis, power management, payload
construction, encryption, etc.); transmission
of the encrypted data or metadata using
the
device connectivity capabilities
(Bluetooth, LoRa, SigFox, etc.). 2) A system
verification can be achieved in advance
without the debug limitations inherent to
physical devices, the models offer full
inspection and observability capabilities for
debug and analysis; 3) The complexity of
large-scale systems (from tens to thousands of
end-devices)
can
be
addressed
by
instantiating the appropriate number of
models in the simulation platform; 4) The
system reliability is increased, as the validation
strategy of the end-device is strengthened by
adding scenarios focusing on device
robustness considering its interaction with
system environment.

Table 13 – Innovation of BRAIN-IoT Physial Layer Modelling Approach
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9

Use Case Modelling development

To demonstrate the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework, we have applied it in the two scenarios:
Service Robotic scenario and Critical Infrastructure scenario.
9.1

Service Robotic

In a warehouse there are three zones: a loading area, a storage area and a docking area. These zones are
divided by an automatic door. This door has a QR code attached on each side which is legible only when the
door is closed. In the loading area there are 3 carts each with a QR code attached (different for each case) and
three robots responsible for warehouse management are also located. The robots are equipped with vision
cameras that allow reading the QR codes they find. The model of the robots is a RB1 base from Robotnik
company. They are capable of detecting and raising carts and also transport them from one point to another
in an autonomous way. The warehouse is controlled through a warehouse backend system to configure the
possible coordinates in difference areas and each robot has its own behavior running in a distributed
enviornment. On the other hand, the storage area is divided into 3 sub-zones (A, B, C) where carts can be
stored as shown in the Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Service Robotic Scenario

The logic of the system is that the robot takes the cart from the loading area and places it in the storage area,
on the way, it might detect an elevator door. The robot scans the QR code of the door. It then sends the QR
code to the Door Edge Node with an open request. After the door is opened, the robot will pass and go to the
target storage area to release the cart. Then robot will go back to the docking area and start a new iteration.
In the Service Robotic scenario, we first modeled the system level models inlcuding the three items: robot, door
and the warehouse backend system which includes the interaction interfaces using IoT-ML. Then, the
autonomous robot behavior is modeled with state machine as show in Figure 8, as well as the door behavior
in Figure 9.
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Figure 8 - Autonomous Robot Behavior
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Figure 9 - Door Behavior

Then this system model has been refined as a software models represented by BIP, see the BRAIN-IoT Eclipse
Redearch Lab [24]. Finally, the software artifacts generated from the BIP To Java code generator are deployed
into the real robots through BRAIN-IoT execution environment. In addition, the services provided by the robot
has been modeled and the generated TD fosters the development of the WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node (see
D4.5). with the integration between the modelling tool and the WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node , we manage
to monitor the robot status at runtime. Furthermore, the configuration of the logistic warehouse can be
initialized and updated at runtime from the BRAIN-IoT Service Development Toolkit. The software architecture
is as shown in Figure 10. As a reminder, the EventBus is a service provided in BRAIN-IoT for the communication
in a distributed environment and the WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node is an adaptor deployed in the robot for
communicating with other applications deployed in the BRAIN-IoT Fabric through the EventBus. the current
version is extended with Behavior Translator to connect BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool using UDP messages.
BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool will provide the visual realtime monitoring of the robot state transitions with the
state machine, it is integrated with WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node.

Figure 10 - Service Robotic Model@Runtime Monitoring Architecture

To demonstrate the Model@Runtime feature, here the authors monitored two aspects: one is the configuration
of the warehouse coordinates, another is the runtime status of the robot.
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a) Runtime Warehouse coordinates monitoring: Before the application is deployed, the end-user
will configure thewarehouse through SensiNact studio, these values will be delivered to
warehouse backend system through SensiNact Gateway and EventBus, then stored in three
tables, which are picking points table storing the coordinates in the loading area, storage points
table storing the coordinates in the storage area, and cartStorage points table storing the
corresponding place pointin the storage area of each cart. On the other side, during runtime,
whenever a robot changes the attribute value in thetable due to the mission of moving a
cart, the warehouse backend system will send an update event to sensiNact Gateway, then be
delivered to sensiNact studio. Hence, the updates will be reflected in the sensiNact studio (see
Figure 11 ).

Figure 11 - Service Robotic Warehouse Coordinates Configuration and Monitoring

b) Runtime Robot Status Monitoring: whenever the robot switch its state from one to another, there
will be an UDP message send to the BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool to animate the system level robot
behavior model. Thus, the end user could supervise the realtime robot status (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12 - Robot Behavior Monitoring

9.2

Critical Water Infrastructure Management

Instead, in the Critical Water Infrastructure Management scenario, one use case we addressed within modelling
& Validation Framework is related to system resiliency. One possibility is to simulate the failure of an electric
valve in a pipe and to ensure that BRAIN-IoT platform can recirculate the water foranother pipe, controlling
the electric valves that allows that, and according to the Detection and Responsive System (DRS) that have
been trained for these real failures. Another possibility is to simulate the failure of a flow meter and to ensure
that BRAIN-IoT platform can recirculate the water for another section with the same goal of ensuring the
consumption curves. DRS uses Machine Learning techniques for the detection offailures. The responsive
part is based on defined rules, actingas expert system. In the scenario described above, there are three
main parts involved: 1) data gathering from the IoT devices 2) An algorithm for detecting the
anomalies/failure 3) Control system for reacting the abnormal situation. Point 2 and 3 will be the main
components of DRS as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 - Model of Critical Water Infrastructure

we develop a control system with IoT-ML representing the system models to react the critical anomalies events,
and develop the simulated IoT devices, such as water flow sensors, to support the system validation against to
the security features and the developed control behaviors. What’s more, the AI module generated from the
AIML has been taken as a reference of the s0nar development, an execution platform component for detecting
the anomalies and make predictions (see D3.6). We have developed the simulated IoT devices models to
generate the data. The system model performs data gathering (from an input table), data encapsulation
and encryption, and data transmission to the network through HTTP requests, as an abstraction of the
complete LoRa WAN communication data path: gateway + LoRa server/MQTT. Then, the data are processed
and stored in the edge database. System security and robustness against vulnerabilities and attacks are
guaranteed. shows an example of the simulation results, at the system level, obtained by the data
transmission, data recovery, processing and display in the EMALCSA application dashboard of a water meter
end device. The curves represent, for each device: i) the percentage of valve openness, ii) the water flow
measured as output of the valve, iii) the saturation. Figure 14 shows the simulated result in the end user
dashboard. We also implemented the control system in point 3, using the BRAIN-IoT Modeling &
Validation Framework, following the proposed modeling methodology to get the intended system control
models, then, generate the application artefacts. Its correctness will be validated in the simulated devices,
hence the risk of physical critical infrastructure damage could be reduced before deploying to the real
environment.
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Figure 14 - Data Generated By a Water Meter End Device Model

The validation methodology and experiment results can be found in the WP6 deliverables.
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10

Conclusions

This deliverable has presented the Model Based Methodology and Framework for design of next-gen IoT
Systems. This solution eases the development of the IoT systems.
It offers a system-level model, which captures the system functionalities and behaviors to help refinement of
the software-layer modelling; it facilitates the linking towards real devices and external services through metadata representation in WoT TD; the application code is generated from model for monitoring and controlling
the IoT infrastructure; it supports the system application validation leveraging the simulated IoT devices
developed with the BRAIN-IoT physical layer modeling language; finally, it allows monitoring the IoT system
behaviors and its configurations in a human-friendly graphical manner through the Models@Runtime
approach at the execution time. To release the three abstract layer modelling, we have defined and developed
the system modelling language, software modeling language and physical layer modelling language.
As future work, the Modelling & Validation framework could be enhanced to support more mature AI
modelling with system modeling languages to either describe finely machine learning algorithms, or their
deployment, in the goal of accelerating development and promoting interoperability between AI sub-systems.
Moreover, the limitation of the integrating security aspects could be further investigated, in which, we could
model and assess the threat in a model-based approach.
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Appendix: M11 and M18 comments addressment
This section will provide the mechanisms implemented to address the comments from M11 and M18 review
meeting.
Comments from M11
1.

The deliverable however does not provide enough detail regarding scenarios, behaviour to be
modelled, semantic support needed.
In this final version, we will present the developments for the final demonstration, including the modelling
methodology adopted in the BRAIN-IoT in section 4, and in section 6 the introduction of the system level
modelling language, we have presented how it supports the behaviours modelling at the system level as well
as the semantic annotations to the IoT devices meta-data description. As for the concrete scenarios developed
to validate the framework, we developed in WP3, we give a short description in section 9 , and linked it to the
WP6 deliverables for further information.
2.

Ontologies: please name the problem that you would like to solve. If the ontologies are needed only
to assure interoperability XML may be fine. If the project needs to reason and also non-taxonomical
relations will be needed, then RDF may be an answer. Here also, a requirements analysis should take
place. How these data models will be updated? Where this envisioned in the architecture?
The Ontologies is not used directly in BRAIN-IoT so far. However, at the system level modelling, we do provide
the TD modelling language to model W3C WoT Thing Description and automatically generate the TD. The WoT
TD in JSON-LD is linked data, it can then be linked to existing data describing ontologies, such as a sensor
ontology described in JSON-LD. In BRAIN-IoT, the semantic data models describe the IoT devices with its
provided capabilities, and data structures. Furthermore, the system models are synchronized the data models
used in the adapted technology: sensiNact. This enaipbled the fast prototyping and rapid deployment to
validate the modeled system behaviors. The related functional components are shown in Figure 3 the
framework architecture. Figure 4 the architecture implementation and Figure 5 the related data flow. The data
models can be retrieved from the modelling library in the framework and updated either from the modelling
tool when designing the system models or by the runtime BRAIN-IoT events which incapsulate the data model
instances concerning its values.

3.

Behaviour modelling: what kind of behaviour do you envision to model? Here, some scenarios would
improve presentation, how e.g. context will be taken into account?
The behaviours we would like to model are Interaction Behaviour, Procedural Behaviour, Event-Driven
Behaviour.
For M18 PoC demonstration, the behaviour modelled in Service Robotic are Procedural Behaviour. It is a
centralized system with an orchestrator. The behaviour model can be found in D6.2 where we developed a labscale system models.
For the final review, we are developing a multi-agent system for service robotic scenario. The behaviour model
will be updated to an interactive model. The updated model can be found in D6.5-phase 2 Integration and
Evaluation Framework where we document the use case developments from the BRAIN-IoT Modelling &
Validation Framework.
4.

Please provide references to all related work and define what is the relation to the project goals or its
implementation.
In section 5.1, we present the BRAIN-IoT Modelling & Validation Framework implementation and analyzed the
technologies we adopted with references. Moreover, in the section 0 scope, we highlighted the project
objectives addressed and by which building block. Then in section 6, 7, 8 where the functional building blocks
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are described, we reviewed the requirements defined in WP2 they implement, and the mapping with project
objectives.
5. Overlaps with D2.2. on architecture should be eliminated.
In this deliverable, we take care the consistency with the overall final architecture deliverable D2.7, there, we
described the BRAIN-IoT platform standing in the global view, without going in detail of each functional block,
instead, the detailed implementation are presented in corresponding technical deliverables located in WP3,
WP4, and WP5.
6.

IoT ML: how it will be applied from the end user perspective? Is there any instantiation behind or is it
for presentation only?
IoT-ML is the basic elements of the BRAIN-IoT modelling language at system level. In section 6.2.2, we
presented its main extensions to support the modelling needs in the project. Combined with D3.8, a quick start
tutorial of the BRAIN-IoT Services Development Toolkit, the readers could command how to exploit the IoTML models. If the end user we assume is the IoT system applications developer, he/she will use the tool to
model the system behaviors and created the TD UML for its physical device instance. If the end user, we assume,
is the use case provider, he/she could use the IoT-ML system level models combined with the Sate Machining
monitoring in the tool to observe the devices real-time state animation.
Comments from M18
In the reviewed feedback from M18, there is not delegated comments for this deliverable, some general main
comments are adopted and will implemented in this deliverable as well.
1. A document history is provided to indicate the improvements.
There is a detailed document history at the beginning of the document.
2.

Pointed the project objective this deliverable fulfilled, listed the requirements implemented by the
developed software components and its corresponding KPI.
The objectives fulfilled by this deliverable is outlined in section 0, and the implemented requirements, the
innovation it brings are presented in the section 6,7,8 while describing the modelling languages. In section
5.2, the relationship with the BRAIN-IoT Execution Platform is also presented.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

IoT

Internet of Things

next-gen IoT

Next-generation IoT

AI

Artificial Intelligence

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry

WoT

Web of Things

TD

Thing Description

BIP

Behavior, Interaction, Priority

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

IP

Internet Protocol

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

IT

Information Technolog

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

REST

REpresentational State Transfer}

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

OT

Operational Technology

API

Application Programming Interface

HAL

Hardware Abstraction Layer

MCU

Microcontroller Computing Unit

UART

Universal Asynchronous Reception and Transmission

I2C

Inter-integrated-circuit

SPI

Serial Peripheral interface

QEMU

Quick EMUlator

GPIO

General Purpose Input/Output

EU

European Union

OMG

Object Management Group

IoT-A

Internet of Things - Architecture

UML

Unified Modelling Language

SysML

System Modeling Language
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MARTE

Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems

CCM

CORBA Component Model

DDS4CCM

DDS for Lightweight CCM

SoAML

Service oriented Architecture Modeling Language

UCM

Unified Component Model

CPS

Cyber Physical System

IoT-ML

IoT Modelling Language

CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol

JSON-LD

JSON-based Serialization for Linked Data

RPC

Remote Procedure Call

TLM

Transaction-level Modeling

IC

Integrated Ciruit

ROS

Robotic Operating System
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